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student has a one-year experience in the foreign community, living  with  

a family and attending school with the other children in the area. It 

is a non-governmental operation. 

The question of expanding their program to include Canada and Mexico 

(neither of which have ever been involved) was raised at a recent meeting 

of the American Field Service Board Of Directors. The Executive Director ,. 

Mr. Arthur Howe, Jr., is interested in a scheme whereby Canadians might 

be exchanged with non-North American communities, but I think it would be • 

possible to end up with some kind of compromise. It is recommended that the 

Information Division keep in touch with Mr. Howe. 

Turning from students to teachers, it must be noted that teacher 

exchange between Canada and the United States (conducted for many years 

through the Canadian Education Association, on our iside) has declined, 

probably for the reasons referred to in the earlier section of this report 

dealing with the fundamental problem and the need for a fundamental solution 

suggested earlier is tried, and until the effect of such measures are felt 

in the general population as Well ai in school curricula on both sides of 

the border, formal teacher exchange is not likely to become a very large-

scale operation. This does not mean, of course, that the Information 

Division should not study the situation more thoroughly and take every 

• opportunity that arises to promote this program. 

From the point of view of early action, a far more fertile field of 

effort appears to be the promotion of "travel seminars" or "study tours" 

for American educators, under the auspices of their own American universities. 

Dr. John Summerskill, the President of San Francisco State University 

reported that his institution gives academic credit for a number of such- 
( 

tours, provided that they are planned in conjunction with his faculty, 

and provided that a member of the appropriate faculty goes along as a 

kind of "travelling professor". The "students" pay their own way. None 

of the present tours include Canada, but Dr. Summerskill seemed to have 


